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Abstrat

In the ourse of developing hProlog - an alternative bak end for HAL - we felt the need to hek our

implementation of ertain features both for orretness and performane against other implementations.

This grew out in a set of benhmarking programs for ath&throw, �ndall/3, global variables, meta all

(and variants), if/3 and opy term/2. Some of these are not even ISO onforming, but they may be

ruial for many appliations. We disuss the problems in onstruting benhmarks for suh features,

present the benhmark programs and the measurements in a number of relevant systems (GNU Prolog,

SICStus, Yap, hProlog, SWI-Prolog and ECLiPSe). Even though all these systems are emulators, we

�nd huge performane di�erenes that seem unjusti�ed. We gain also some insight in the overhead that

ISO imposes.

1 Introdution

We assume knowledge of Prolog and its implementation. For a good introdution to the WAM, see [1, 12℄;

the SICStus implementation is desribed in [2℄. About Yap one an �nd implementation details in [3℄; for

GNU Prolog at [8℄ ; SWI Prolog an be found at [11℄; ECLiPSe at [9℄. hProlog is a suessor of [6℄ and is

available at [10℄ - hProlog is meant to beome a bak end to HAL [7℄. The ultimate doumentation of these

systems - their soure ode - is aessible, either for free or at a small ost for aademia.

It is lear that only very rarely one would selet a partiular Prolog system only beause of its performane:

features are more important than speed. Amongst appreiated features ISO ompliane, robustness and

interoperability sore high, as so does user friendliness. However, performane is important as well, espeially

if performane does not ome at the ost of the other more appreiated features. It is not always lear whether

this is possible and espeially when just a few people - or even one person - develop and maintain a omplete

system, performane might be the last thing one worries about.

About the performane of the most basi Prolog features - uni�ation, baktraking, indexing, some

built-in prediates - the ommunity has developed an understanding. There remain however a series of

built-in prediates that sometimes aren't even standardized: di�erent systems have implemented them in

di�erent ways and there is a surprisingly wide variane in performane. Users might believe that tout est

pour le mieux dans le meilleur des mondes beause a partiular renowned implementation performs in a

partiular way - or even most implementations do - and myths like �ndall is slow, so you better avoid it are

ommon. However, matters are not that simple.

Even though users will not port easily their ode to a new implementation beause it implements feature

X more eÆiently, it is always worthwhile pointing out that feature X an be implemented in better ways -

sometimes dramatially better. A omparative study of the performane of the partiular features found in

a series of systems an help ahieving this goal. Suh has been our interest for a long time, but only while

we were building a new system - named hProlog - did we �nd the need to start this study: indeed, while

adding features in hProlog, we needed to know whether our implementation was on the right trak both

performane wise and regarding the semantis.
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The feature that triggered it all, was atually freeze/2, but we will not report on freeze/2 here for the

ombination of the following reasons: it is not implemented in all systems, it is not standardised, it is not

even the basi delay primitive in the systems that implement it and it is even more diÆult to benhmark

than any other of the built-ins we tried. See [5℄ for more details.

The other features we were interested in, were at �rst �ndall/3 and exeption handling by means of the

prediates ath/3 and throw/1. Then a renewed disussion on all/n on omp.lang.prolog in February 2001

prompted us to do also some benhmarking of those prediates. These features are implemented with an

amazing di�erene in performane. Also if/3 is in this ategory. All the above mentioned built-in prediates

are meta prediates: they all a goal that was onstruted as a term, basially by means of the prediate

all/1. Therefore, we start our measurements with a benhmark that measures only all/1 in setion 3.

The language HAL spei�es global variables
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: these an be mimiked in any ISO-onforming Prolog

system, but some systems o�er support at a better level. The outome of the measurements is quite inter-

esting. Global variables arouse interest periodially in news groups and their funtionality might be subjet

to standardization in the future. Related to global variables - but also to �ndall/3 - is the performane of

opy term/2 (see setion 5). Also the sort/2 built-in was investigated further: it is part of setof/3 and maybe

the only reliable and fast way to remove dupliates from a list of terms with variables.

For the measurements we used mainly free (for aademia) systems: SWI-Prolog (Version 3.4.4) beause

of its visibility, wide user base and robustness; Yap4.3.0 beause it is reputedly and amazingly fast; ECLiPSe

Version 5.1.0 beause it is one of the most omplete and very old systems with an undeserved low pro�le

and GNU-Prolog 1.2.6 beause it has done more for Prologs visibility in the real world than any other LP

ation sine hyper resolution saw the light. The ommerial exeption is SICStus Prolog 3.8.5
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beause it

has a long-standing and strong reputation. We also used the ontinuously evolving version 1.3 of hProlog

whose main advantage is that we have full ontrol over its implementation and it allows us to experiment.

All these systems have the advantage that they largely support the same set of features, even though they

are not always based on exatly the same underlying arhiteture.

We have other features on our wish-list-to-benhmark: interrupt handling and garbage olletion for

instane. These might be the subjet of future investigations.

This report learly is not about assessing the general performane of a Prolog system neither does this

report pretend to o�er a suite for benhmarking some of the built-ins of Prolog systems: it is quite diÆult

to measure exatly what one wants, to measure something relevant and to measure it in a uniform way aross

Prolog systems.

Neither is this report about showing o� how well we did with hProlog, although we have not muh to be

ashamed o� either. Indeed, hProlog turns out to be among the fastest (if not the fastest) for all benhmarks.

Still, we are no better implementors than others, so obviously, the reason must be that we have put our

e�ort elsewhere. However, this paper is not about how other implementations ould be improved, rather

about the potential: the hProlog is available to anyone if deemed interesting. We will also indiate - when

possible - how the ISO Prolog standard seems to impose an overhead on ertain features that is not always

wanted neither needed.

So what is this report about ? It is about showing that without sari�ing robustness and ISO-ompliane,

better than urrently available average performane is possible - sometimes muh better. The idea is not

that users should swith to another system, but rather prod their Prolog supplier for the better performane.

The paper should ontain enough information to understand the inner part of eah benhmark. The full

set will be obtainable from http://www.s.kuleuven.a.be/~bmd/odd_benhes.

The version of hProlog with whih the benhmarks were exeuted, an also be obtained from the same

plae. It is urrently only tested on Intel with Linux. The experiments were performed on a Pentium III,

500MHz, 128 Mb - our �ndings might not arry over to other arhitetures, but we are atually onvined

they do. Timings are reported in milliseonds.

While running the benhmarks, we enountered regularly problems with partiular systems - memory

leaks, segmentation violations, inonsistenies between the manual and the implementation, performane

problems ... We have most often reported these to the author(s) of the systems and most problems have

been �xed in the mean time - we were however not organised well enough to run our benhmarks again with
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atually two kinds of them
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in [5℄ we also used B-Prolog, but sine then, it beame ommerial
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the �xed system. Also misunderstandings from our side have lead to some empty entries in some of the

tables: these empty entries should be interpreted as no information.

Before presenting any benhmark results at all, we have to stress that in this paper, we onsider timing

di�erenes of 50% (of the fastest) or less rather uninteresting: we are after fators of 2 up to almost 50 !

2 Issues in benhmarking Prolog features

When benhmarking a partiular feature, the benhmark needs to be repeated many times to give meaningful

timings: we name this loop the interesting loop. It is then ustomary to subtrat some sort of empty loop

from the interesting loop, so that the loop overhead does not mask the feature that we want to measure.

This is well known, but also potentially deeiving. Let's take the example of a benhmark involving �ndall/3.

This built-in prediate is omposed of at least two ingredients: it (usually) meta alls the generator and it

opies (by a method similar to opy term) the template (perhaps even twie). If one wants to benhmark

�ndall/3, should the empty loop do a meta all (of true/0 for instane) or not ? For a system with a fast

meta all, it does not matter. For a system with a slow meta all, it does. The argument in favour of doing a

meta all in the empty loop is that after all �ndall/3 does a meta all that in pratie an always be avoided:

the generator is most often indeed not a program soure variable. The argument against doing the meta all

in the empty loop, is that it seems that no system avoids the meta all in �ndall/3, even if that is possible,

maybe - but perhaps not justi�ably - beause of the ode growth that ould result. We have resolved this

partiular issue as follows: sine we made a separate measurement of the meta all (see setion 3), it makes

sense to put a meta all in the empty loop of the other benhmarks whose interesting loop ontain meta

alls: in this way, we measure the issues separately.

A seond issue relates to ISO ompatibility, or more generally, to the exat semantis of a feature in ase

it is abused: indeed, most often systems do agree on the semantis of features when they are used orretly.

But when a feature is used inorretly, systems will di�er. The most blatant example is again meta all:

ISO requires that for a goal like all((foo,7)), the exeption for the illegal goal 7 is raised before the goal

foo is exeuted. So, ISO requires basially to make a pre-pass over the goal to be exeuted. Some systems

don't do that - and thus do not onform to ISO - and they might show deeivingly good results during the

benhmarking whih always uses the built-in orretly. This means that just running a benhmark is not

enough: one needs also to take into aount the onformane to a ertain semantis standard (ISO being

the only more or less rigorous one). The other edge of the sword is that one might gain an insight in the

performane penalty ISO is imposing: this issue has not been given muh attention and probably is one of

the reasons for some debatable deisions by the ISO ommittee. Setion 3 will show more on this.

A third issue is related to supported features that are ISO ompliant (as implementation de�ned or

dependent features) but are not visible in a partiular subset of ISO Prolog. A partiular example is the

support for rational trees and its impat on e.g. opy term: one way to ater for rational trees is to short

iruit the term that is being opied (similar to the way that uni�ation would do). This a�ets the speed

at whih strutured terms are opied, even if they are not irular. It means that hidden (and good !)

features an have a negative impat on speed and without mentioning this, the benhmarks results beome

less meaningful.

In view of the above, we have tried to ritially examine both the benhmarks and the ontext in whih

they are run. Of ourse we have not made a full disussion of every benhmark: examining just one built-in

feature would require at least 12 pages, and would interest few people.

Finally, we have made sure that during the benhmarks, garbage olletion was never ran. Memory

management in Prolog is still too little understood, so we ould not allow this issue to blur the piture. And

more pragmatially ... hProlog has no garbage olletor yet :-)

3 A key fator: all/1

The benhmarks in most of the following setions involve meta alling a goal: all/n (with n > 1), �ndall/3,

exeption handling, if/3 and freeze/2. So it is ruial to measure the performane of all/1 independently:
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when in the other benhmarks, meta all is part of the empty loop, the results in this setion will omplete

the piture.

Before looking at the benhmarks, it is worth looking at the harateristis of the meta all in di�erent

systems: ISO requires two things from the meta all; the argument is interpreted as a body and

� if it ontains a (runtime) variable X - at the moment of doing the meta all - it must mean the same

as if it were atually all(X); we name this var replaement.

� if it ontains a number as a goal, it must throw an exeption before exeuting any part of its argument;

this will be referred to as prehek

The meta all in SWI, SICStus, GNU and hProlog is by default ISO ompliant. In ECLiPSe and Yap,

it is by option. In hProlog we also have a non-ISO all/1 but just for the sake of omparison, we added

prehek and var replaement to hProlog while working on this paper: as a bak end for HAL, none make

sense and we will remove them later.

An ISO-ompliant meta all also needs to deal with modules (meta expansion and module lookup) at

runtime and SICStus even performs goal expansion. Following a disussion on omp.lang.prolog Marh

2001, we measured that for SICStus the overhead of modules is in the order of about 35% and 22% for goal

expansion (when no goal expansion needs to be done). Note that e.g. SWI Prolog has the same module

system as SICStus Prolog, but the �gures below show that the ost there is muh lower. The modules

standard is quite reent, but SICStus (as many other systems) has implemented modules quite lose to ISO

already for many years.

The most ommonly meta alled goals are just single goals, so our arti�ial benhmarks test those to

start with: a goal with one argument, and a goal with 10 arguments. Meta alling these goals is ontrasted

with alling them diretly. ISO onformane when meta alling a single goal should not impose any overhead

at all. Then follow meta alls of onjuntions with 2 and 3 goals (all with arity 1). For the systems in whih

this is possible, we give the �gures for these tests both in ISO onforming and non-onforming mode: in

non-onforming mode, neither prehek nor var replaement is performed.
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The goals are shown in the �rst

olumn of table 1. The de�nitions of g/1 and g/10 are simply

g(_). and g(_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_).

goal ECLiPSe SWI SICStus GNU Yap hProlog

all(g(1)) 170 700 4600 2600 360 100

all(g(1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,0)) 260 879 4700 2820 390 190

module all(g(1)) (**) 320 350

module all(g(1,...9,0)) (**) 430 370

g(1) 10 229 90 90 20 10

g(1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,0) 120 380 180 130 120 90

ISO all((g(1),g(1))) 2980 9640 4170 4810 1920

ISO all((g(1),g(1),g(1))) 3569 14450 5660 (*) 2900

non ISO all(g(1),g(1)) 800 1790 410

non ISO all(g(1),g(1),g(1)) 1350 2380 660

Table 1: Call/1

(*) a bug needed �xing in Yap; it was deteted by performane measurements :-)

The �gures in the rows marked with (**) have only a SICStus and a hProlog olumn: the SICStus olumn

was obtained by replaing the goal all(X) by the goal prolog:all module(X,user,[℄) whih seems to be the

basi all for a single goal one goal expansion and the module system is dealt with; in the hProlog olumn,

essentially the same all module/2 goal was measured in the hProlog ontext: although hProlog never needs

to make runtime deisions on whih module to all a prediate in, the funtionality to make a dynami
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the module system of hProlog is atom based and has by nature zero overhead at runtime
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deision to all a ertain prediate in a partiular module exists anyway. The result shows that the basi

meta all of SICStus Prolog is reasonable (and also in the same ball park as Yap for instane). The overhead

by the runtime module all, is quite high (a fator of 3 and more) but the overhead resulting from the other

features seems overly exessive.

The following things are noteworthy in our opinion:

1. the ost of meta alling a single goal is exessively high in SICStus Prolog and GNU Prolog

2. even in hProlog, whose meta all is also muh faster for onjuntions than in the other ISO onforming

systems, the overhead of being ISO onforming is huge for onjuntions

3. for single goals - i.e. not a onjuntion or another non-simple onstrut - the overhead due to being

ISO onformane is atually non-existent in hProlog: hProlog uses for every meta all the basi one,

and it is the meta alled version of the ; =2 prediate that will pay some ISO tax; in ontrast, SICStus

uses (must use beause of meta and goal expansion) the full blown meta all even for simple goals

There is the saying Sometimes a igar is just a igar, and we think that alsoMost often a meta all is just

a meta all, not a demand for goal expansion, meta prediate expansion, module detetion, error detetion ...

It seems unthoughtful to have a Prolog language with advertised and built-in meta programming apabilities,

whih puts undue overhead when suh meta features are used.

4 Call/n with n > 1

Call/n is a reurring topi in news groups and FAQs: a user an de�ne her own (faked )all/n (without any

deent error heking) for instane as

faked_all(Goal,Arg1, ..., Argn) :-

Goal =.. [Name|[Args℄,

append(Args,[Arg1, ..., Argn℄,NewArgs),

NewGoal =.. [Name|NewArgs℄,

all(NewGoal).

SWI and hProlog provide a lower level implementation of all/n. Table 2 shows some measurements for

all/2 in di�erent systems, either as provided or as written by the user. The empty loop does not ontain

any meta alls in this ase.

ECLiPSe SWI SICStus GNU Yap hProlog

all(a,a) 2270 750

all(a(1,...,9),a) 3179 1200

faked all(a,a) 6460 20179 29530 16740 5670 4980

faked all(a(1,...,9),a)) 12000 73900 34920 25410 10480 9950

Table 2: Call/2 and faked all/2

The di�erene between SWI and hProlog in the upper half are not very interesting: the important issue

is that low level support of all/n pays o�; this is shown by omparing with the �gures in the lower part

of the table 2. In terms of system implementation e�ort, all/n osts nearly zip. Prolog would be a more

redible meta-programming language if all/n were also standardised - and implemented well.

5 Copy term/2

Before measuring �ndall/3 in the next setion, and sine opying a term is part of �ndall/3, we benhmark

opy term/3. This prediate is a dangerous built-in to benhmark: some implementations preserve the
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internal sharing in a term while opying it, while others don't. This is related to, but not the same as sup-

porting rational trees or yli terms. Suh support for sharing preservation usually a�ets the performane

of opying a strutured term, even if that term has no internal sharing. For opying atoms however, there

should be no ost. Table 3 has two parts, testing twie the opying of the same terms: results are given

for implementations of opy term that do not preserve sharing and for implementations that do. Yap and

hProlog an be installed with or without preserving sharing
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. SICStus always preserves sharing. The other

systems don't.

Copy term/3 is usually not written in Prolog, so one would expet performane of systems not to diverge

muh, but the di�erenes are signi�ant, i.e. a fator 2 or more. The results for Yap and hProlog show that

the overhead of preserving sharing is not so high.

ECLiPSe SWI SICStus GNU Yap hProlog

destroy sharing

a 510 400 170 110 90

a(0,...,9) 680 899 770 330 410

a(a(0),...,a(9)) 1250 1809 1240 900 770

preserve sharing

a 480 120 90

a(0,...,9) 950 330 440

a(a(0),...,a(9)) 3060 1220 1000

Table 3: Copy term/2

To hek whether an implementation preserves sharing, just the behaviour of queries ? � test(N): with

di�erent values of N on the following program

test(N) :- mkterm(N,Term) :-

mkterm(N,Term), (N > 0 ->

opy_term(Term,NewTerm), M is N - 1,

fail, Term = f(Term1,Term1),

use(NewTerm). mkterm(M,Term1)

;

Term = end

).

6 Findall/3

Sine �ndall/3 uses the meta all, every system with a slow implementation of all/1, will perform poorly

on �ndall/3. To exlude this e�et, we have de�ned the empty loop - whih we subtrat from the interesting

loop with a �ndall goal - so that it performs as many meta alls as the �ndall loop: the �gures in table 4

thus represent the overhead of �ndall related stu� exluding the meta all. It also means that to really know

what a all to �ndall/3 osts, one should take table 1 into aount.

The three rows �ndall-fail, �ndall-one and �ndall-ten are obtained by alling the goals findall(a; fails; ),

findall(a; sueeds one; ) and findall(a; sueeds ten; ) repeatedly, where we have the de�nitions:

fails :- fail. sueeds_one. sueeds_ten. % 10 of these fats

The implementation of �ndall/3 is more than meta all alone: usually an initialization of some data

strutures needs to be done at the beginning of the exeution of �ndall/3, even before the goal is meta

alled. Answers must be opied - in most implementations even twie - and at the end of the �ndall/3 all,

data strutures might need to be leaned up in some way or another. Moreover, the whole of �ndall/3 should

be proteted from being exited by an exeption (thrown by the goal) without leaning up. So the following

struture of an implementation of �ndall/3 is reasonable:

4

hProlog does not yet preserve sharing for lists, but it does so for other strutured terms
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findall(Template,Goal,AnswerList) :-

init_findall(Handle),

ath( ( all(Goal),

opy_answer_out(Template,Handle),

fail

;

retrieve_answers_and_leanup(AnswerList,Handle)

),

AnyBall,

(findall_leanup(Handle), throw(AnyBall))

).

Some systems do not perform a leanup when an exeption is thrown inside the Goal: they typially

rash or have a notieable (by the UNIX top ommand) memory leak when this happens often enough. The

ode to test for the memory leak is simply:

a :- findall([a,b,,d,s,X,g,y,h,r,e℄,f(X),_), fail.

f(X) :- (X = 2 ; throw(out)).

go :- (ath(a,_,true), fail ; go).

?- go.

The table 4 has an indiation of what happens in eah implementation.

The opying of the template is also a soure of disrepany: some systems support yli terms to the

extent that they an be in the answer list of �ndall/3. Suh support has a prie. We have disussed this in

more detail in setion 5, but note here that the answer list in our �ndall benhmarks only ontain atoms, so

the yli term support should not a�et the results.

Finally, ISO requires two more heks: AnswerList must be a (partial) list, and Goal must be allable.

Testing the latter an be done without extra overhead if the goal is simple. Sine the AnswerList is almost

always a new variable, the former an be implemented with a negligible ost - but it is not always done that

way. Some implementations perform these heks before starting the essene of �ndall/3: see table 4.

ECLiPSe (*) SWI SICStus GNU Yap hProlog

�ndall-fail 640 849 2840 240 450 470

�ndall-one 920 2240 4290 570 760 520

�ndall-ten 3140 7950 11050 1870 3020 1520

heks list yes no no yes yes yes

goal hek no no yes yes no yes

leanup on exeption ok leak ok leak leak ok

Table 4: Findall/3

The results show that it is entirely possible to perform very well, while onforming to ISO and robustness

riteria. The leak in some systems an (should !) be losed easily at a reasonable ost.

(*) The ECLiPSe �gures are the dramatially improved ones resulting from a small hange in the imple-

mentation by Joahim Shimpf after he saw the initial �gures posted on omp.lang.prolog.

7 Exeption handling

Exeption handling through the prediates ath/3 and throw/1 is usually implemented by meta alling the

proteted goal. So, also in this benhmark, the empty loop performs as many meta alls as the interesting

loop. The last row in table 5 indiates whether the system performs last all optimization (LCO) for lauses

that all ath/3; of ourse this is only possible when the proteted goal is deterministi; the system then

has to detet this (at runtime for Prolog) and perform the same sort of LCO as in usual ode. We used the

following prediate to test LCO:
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tailath(B) :- ath(sueed_one,B,true), tailath(B).

sueed_one.

We measured the ost of LCO in hProlog - by simply swithing (LCO is done at the soure level) it o�

for the ath-true row and found its ost about 240 of the 480 in the table: that is relatively high for hProlog

and SWI, but it is (or would be) relatively low in the other systems; see table 5.

The rows in table 5 orrespond to the following goals

ath(sueed_one,_,sueed_one)

ath(throw_diret,_,sueed_one)

ath(throw_after_10,_,sueed_one)

ath(ath_fail_10,_,sueed_one)

ath(baktrak_10,_,sueed_one)

with

sueed_one.

throw_diret :- throw(p).

throw_after_10 :- throw_after_9, just_for_allo.

throw_after_9 :- throw_after_8, just_for_allo.

...

throw_after_1 :- throw(p), just_for_allo.

ath_fail_10 :- ath(ath_fail_9,_,sueed_one).

ath_fail_9 :- ath(ath_fail_8,_,sueed_one).

...

ath_fail_1 :- fail.

baktrak_10.

...

baktrak_10.

ECLiPSe SWI SICStus GNU Yap hProlog

ath-true 1260 219 2500 2530 18540 480

ath-throw 9950 2899 20520 10110 20480 1790

ath-throw10 10960 7290 21700 10230 21040 2430

ath-fail 990 119 2320 2170 15460 560

ath-baktrak 3360 4730 7220 14440 61980 3050

LCO yes no yes yes no yes

Table 5: Cath/3 and throw/1

SWI-Prolog does not follow ompletely the ISO spei�ation: it does not opy the Ball before trying to

unify it with the Ball; this a�ets only slightly the �gures in the throw and throw10 ase, but the low ost

of entering a ath (espeially the ath-fail row) is una�eted and quite impressive.

Note that an implementation of ath&throw along the lines of the JVM is possible but a zero-ost

entering of the proteted region as in the try-ath onstrut in Java is impossible in Prolog beause the

standard requires unwinding of the staks, meaning that a hoie point is neessary.

Finally, note that Yap uses a hoie point based implementation of ath&throw, as desribed for instane

in [4℄, this in ontrast with an environment based method used in other systems and whih is also the natural

one in a language like Java. The �gures in table 5 seem to settle the question put forward in [4℄ whih one

8



is better: the hoie point method is overall slow and even partiularly slow when the proteted goal is

non-deterministi. Part of the slowness of Yap might ome from using reord instead of a proper global

variable for setting the sope of a handler.

The ISO Prolog standard enourages the use of ath&throw based exeption handling: the abuse of

built-in prediates results in the throwing of an exeption. It is therefore very important to have an eÆient

implementation of this feature. The shemas around are mostly unsatisfatory and the SWI shema deserves

more attention as it seems to be quite eÆient in entering and exiting the sope.

8 If/3

If/3 is the logial if-then-else: in ontrast with the Prolog if-then-else, it baktraks over the alternative

solutions of the onditions. It is straightforward to implement if/3 in Prolog, as long as one an get some

unique identi�ers. Here is one possibility:

if(Cond,Then,Else) :-

gensym(Sym),

remember(Sym,nothing),

(

all(Cond),

remember(Sym,ond_sueeded),

all(Then)

;

remembered(Sym,nothing),

all(Else)

).

The implementation gensym/1, remember/2 and remembered/2 an be done with assert or global vari-

ables. Apart from being slow (we measured it between 5 and 10 times slower in hProlog than the version

that is supported at the low level) this implementation has at least two more aws:

1. the disjuntion hoie point is not ut away in ase the ondition sueeds

2. the memory used to remember whether Cond sueeded or not is not reovered heaply

Also, a system might run out of symbols (or some other resoure) quikly with this implementation !

HAL supports the logial if-then-else (as does Merury) and therefore it was important for hProlog to

do the same. Both points above are easy to remedy in an implementation with a bit of support for utting

away or invalidating hoie points that are not most reent. Here is the hProlog way

5

:

if(Cond,Then,Else) :-

if(Cond,Then,Else,0).

if(Cond,Then,Else,_) :-

'_$savep'(CPbefore), % the hoie point before the all

all(Cond),

smash_p(CPbefore,4,1), % overwrite the 4th argument of the hoie point with 1

'_$savep'(CPafter), % the hoie point after the all

(CPbefore = CPafter ->

! % LCO

;

true

),

all(Then).

5

the informed reader might reognize some XSB heritage in the naming
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if(Cond,Then,Else,0) :-

all(Else).

Sine only hProlog, SICStus and SWI Prolog seem to support if/3, the following table is restrited to

these systems.

goal SWI SICStus hProlog

if(true,true,true) 3409 8850 1440 (3580)

if(fail,true,true) 3309 18130 760 (2670)

if(baktrak10,true,true) 1319 5820 870 (1090)

Table 6: If/3

Note that hProlog seems to implement a failing ondition muh more eÆiently than a sueeding one,

while SICStus does the opposite. SICStus heks the arguments of if/3 before starting to exeute the

ondition: as a bak end to HAL, this makes no sense for hProlog. So the default is that there is no

pre-heking. Between brakets are the timings with pre-hek inluded for hProlog. SWI seems not to do

preheking.

For this benhmark, the empty loop did not ontain any meta alls, sine it is entirely possible and

natural to avoid meta alls in if/3. Both hProlog and SICStus Prolog do LCO for if/3; SWI does not.

IBM-Prolog

6

used to support if/3 as the onstrut

Cond some Then none Else

9 Sort/2

Sorting is done in the ontext of setof/3. It is important that the built-in sort/2 is eÆient: if the user

wants a slower one, she will �nd it easy to write it. The following table shows the timings for sorting some

lists: the upper half sorts all permutations of a list of 10 di�erent integers; the lower part sorts 10 randomly

generated lists of 1000 integers (between 0 and 10,000).

whih list whih sort ECLiPSe SWI SICStus GNU Yap hProlog

all perms of built-in sort 18850 57070 175100 26610 16230 14470

10-element list Prolog sort 243910 607109 118110 123730 117790 91870

qsort 198500 464400 101880 99100 101160 65260

10 random lists built-in sort 1580 2920 10560 2160 1450 1230

of 1000 elements Prolog sort 18920 50340 8750 12380 9720 7110

qsort 22450 43100 9040 11290 10060 4150

Table 7: Sorting

The Prolog sort/2 is a opy of the SICStus Prolog implementation of sort/2 whih is in Prolog and

attributed partly to R. O'Keefe. The di�erene in the SICStus olumn between the �gure for the built-in

sort and the Prolog sort is due to a di�erent implementation of must be/4 (whih heks that the �rst

argument of sort/2 is a list), whih we speialized a bit: the di�erene shows a tradeo� that SICS has made

between implementation e�ort and performane !

The row with qsort uses a straightforward quik sort with aumulating parameter and if-then-else. It

also does the required heking on the seond argument and it performs quite well.

It is quite lear that low-level support for sort/2 is highly desirable and paying o�. Again, in terms of

implementation e�ort, it is negligible.

One notable issue here: sort/2 written in Prolog relies on ompare/3 or on one of the variants of � > =2.

An implementation usually hooses either one as basi. There are always irumstanes where suh a hoie

6

no, IBM-Prolog is not a predeessor of HAL-Prolog :-)
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is the bad one and for overall uniform good performane, both must be implemented at a lower level: that's

the hoie made in hProlog.

10 Global variables

The traditional Prolog way of dealing with global variables is by means of the assert/retrat (or reord)

prediates. Still, many systems provide global variables whih di�er from dynami prediates or reorded

information in mainly three aspets:

� global variables have only one value at any moment (some systems an only store atomi values, others

also strutured terms)

� they an be baktrakable or not (hProlog has both, but not all systems do)

� these variables are assoiated to atoms (sometimes to other types as well)

ECLiPSe, GNU-Prolog and hProlog support global variables at a low level.

One of the important usages of global variables is for keeping a ounter. So our benhmark just stores

and retrieves integers by means of the mehanisms o�ered by eah implementation. There is no arithmeti

performed during this benhmark.

We also did the benhmark while storing and retrieving a small ompound term (f(1,2,3)). The issue of

preserving sharing (or supporting yli terms) is present here as well, but we have seen earlier that this is

heap.

stored term mehanism ECLiPSe SWI SICStus GNU Yap hProlog

assert/retrat 7040 4720 12510

1 reord* 3910 6740

nb-globvars 1060 1720 3100 350 320 200

assert/retrat 9520 6179 12860

f(1,2,3) reord* 4979 7120

nb-globvars 1520 3530 910 830

Table 8: Non-baktrakable global variables

The primitives we used for non-baktrakable global variables are

� SWI: ag/3

� SICStus: bb put/2 and bb get/2

� GNU: g assign/2 and g read/2

� Yap: set value/2 and get value/2

� ECLiPSe: setval/2 and getval/2 (together with a loal variable delaration)

� hProlog: nb setval/2 and nb getval/2

hProlog, Yap and GNU-Prolog seem to have something in ommon in the implementation that gives

them a speed advantage over the other implementations.
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11 Conlusion

We have used arti�ial benhmarks to show that some slow features of Prolog an be sped up onsiderably in

many systems, sometimes even by an order of magnitude. Suh improvement need not ost the implementor

muh. Of ourse it will not lead to a 10-fold speed-up of an entire appliation

7

, but it is important

nevertheless beause the feature will beome more attrative to use and so will be logi programming as a

whole. Also, by omparing systems, we have gained some insight in the ost of adhering to ISO: even when

ISO seems to impose a ost, there is often room for lots of improvement.
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